0. Introduction and summary. Let T be a locally compact (Hausdorff) topological group, and let |*| denote a fixed left Haar measure on the Borel sets of T (in the sense of [1, §51]). It is known (see [2]) that the existence of a left invariant mean on L^ÇY) is equivalent to the Folner Condition (FC):
0. Introduction and summary. Let T be a locally compact (Hausdorff) topological group, and let |*| denote a fixed left Haar measure on the Borel sets of T (in the sense of [1, §51] ). It is known (see [2] ) that the existence of a left invariant mean on L^ÇY) is equivalent to the Folner Condition (FC):
To any e > 0 and any compact set Ce T, there corresponds a Borel set V of finite nonzero measure such that (FC) \yV&V\l\V\<e for all yeC.
The purpose of the present paper is the investigation of sequences {Vn} of Borel sets of T which eventually satisfy either condition (FC) for every e>0 and compact Cs T, or a stronger condition. More precisely, we say a sequence {Vn} of Borel sets of T has the weak ratio property, written {Vn} e Wr 
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In §1 we consider primarily properties of individual sequences of sets with ratio properties, and obtain particularly detailed results in case Y is Abelian. We also show that Wvi= 0 if and only if Y is amenable and a-compact. In §11 properties of the sets WT and Sr are investigated, and we show that Sr is always "dense" in Wp. From this result we conclude that Sr # 0 if and only if Y is amenable and a-compact, and obtain necessary conditions for a sequence of sets to have the weak ratio property. Finally, in §111 a generalization of the weak ratio property is made to product measure spaces YxS, where S is any positive measure space, and the case of finitely generated discrete Abelian Y is considered in detail.
The following notational conventions are observed throughout: N is the set of nonnegative integers; N+ is the set of positive integers. If Y is a topological group, e denotes the unit of T, V denotes the closure of Kç T, A(y) denotes the modular function of F evaluated at y e T, and we frequently use additive notation in case T is Abelian. Finally, A~ B denotes the difference of the sets A and 77 and Iv denotes the characteristic function of the set V.
I. Sequences of sets satisfying the ratio properties. 1.1. Definition of the ratio properties and equivalent formulations. We first make the following basic definitions : Definition 1. A sequence {Vn} of Borel sets of T of finite nonzero measure is said to satisfy the weak ratio property with respect to T if and only if Lim]2^Aig=0 for all y e T. Denote the collection of all such sequences by Wv. Furthermore, let W? be the subset of Wr consisting of those sequences {Vn} with only finitely many Vn noncompact.
Definition 2. A sequence {Vn} of Borel sets of T of finite nonzero measure is said to satisfy the strong ratio property with respect to T if and only if ¡^ \vn\ =0
for all compact subsets Ce 0 of I\ Denote the collection of all such sequences by Sr. Furthermore, let S° be the subset of Sr consisting of those sequences {Vn} with only finitely many Vn noncompact.
The following theorems give some conditions equivalent to the ratio properties : Conversely if C# 0 is any compact subset of Y, let C' = Cu{e) and therefore Urn,-. |C'K.|/|K.|-1.
But C'Fn= Kn u CFn= Kn u (CFn~ Fn) = CKnu(Kn~CKn) and therefore, since \CVn\Z\Vn\,Limn^m \CVn~Vn\/\Vn\ = Lirn,,^ |Kn~CTn|/|Kn|=0 implying Limn^ |CFn A K.|/|F"|=0. 1.2. Uniformity of convergence. We now show that the pointwise convergence to 0 in the definition of Wr is equivalent to the formally stronger condition of uniform convergence to 0 on compacta, and derive some useful corollaries. The following two lemmas are pivotal in the proof of Theorem 3: Lemma 1. Let K be a compact neighborhood of the unit in Y, and let {/"} be a sequence of uniformly bounded positive measurable functions on Y such that (1) Um^oefn(y)=0forallyeK2, [August (2) There exists an absolute constant c>0 such that fn(aß)^ c\fn(a)-fn(ß)\ for all a,ßeK.
Thenfn -*■ 0 uniformly on K.
Proof. Let Sn(e)={yeK2 :fn(y)^e} for neN+ and oO. Since pointwise convergence implies convergence in measure (|A2|<+oo) we conclude Lim,,..«, \Sn(e)\ =0 for all e>0. Now assume convergence to 0 on Kis not uniform. Then without loss of generality (extracting a subsequence if necessary) we may assume that there exists an ?j >0 and a sequence {an}çK such that/"(«")>i?. Let Tn(e) = Sn(e)nK, and consider Bn = Tn(vl2) u an(K~Tn(T,l2))çiK2. First \Bn\ \K\/2>0 by left invariance of Haar measure (|A|>0 since K has nonempty interior). But also Bn^S"(e0), where c0 = Min {77/2, cr¡¡2}. For y e Bn implies either /n(y)^7?/2 in case yeTn(-nß), or else y = anß where ßeK~Tn(rjj2) and hence by (2)/,(y)=/n(anJ8)^c|/n(an)-/n(j3)|^c-|1?-1,/2|=c1,/2. But this clearly violates Lim^co |5n(e0)|=0.
Lemma 2. Let X be a Borel set of finite nonzero measure in the locally compact group T, and let fx(y)=\yX A X\l\X\ for yeT. Then for all *,ßeT, fx(aß) Z IA(«)-/t(j3)|.
Proof. We apply the metric property of symmetric difference and the left invariance of Haar measure to obtain \ßXAX\ á ¡ßXAa-'Xl + la^XAXl = |oc/SXA*| + |*Aa*|, laA-A^I Ú \aX A«ßX\ + \aßX AX\ = |X A ßX\ + \aßX A X\.
Upon combining these two inequalities we obtain the assertion.
We now prove the "uniform" analogue of Theorem 1 :
Theorem 3. If{Vn} is a sequence of Borel sets of F with finite nonzero measure, the following are equivalent:
(i){Vn}erVr.
(ii) \yVn A Vn\¡\ Vn\ -> 0 uniformly for y in compacta. Proof. Clear from (ii) of Theorem 3. As an immediate consequence of the uniformity of convergence we obtain the following corollaries : Corollary 2. Let{Vn} e Wr, let C be a compact subset ofY, and let {y'n} be any sequence of elements in C. Then Lim,,.,«, \y'nVn A Vn\l\ Vn\ =0.
Proof. Theorem 3, (ii). and upon noting that y'n is in the compact set C' = C~1yC for all «g N+ we immediately obtain Corollary 3 from Corollary 2. Remark. Corollary 2 will be essential in the proof of Theorem 13. Proof. Assume Wr ± 0. Then by Corollary 1 Y must be amenable. Moreover, let {Vn} e Wr. Since any Borel set of Y is w-bounded, V= \Jn Vn is a-bounded since each Vn,neN+,isa Borel set. Consequently < V), the subgroup of Y generated by V, is also a-bounded. But Y = (V); for otherwise there is a yGT~<F>, which clearly implies yV" n Vn= 0 (neN+), and therefore |yKn A Fn|=2|Fn| and {Vn} i Wr, a contradiction.
Conversely, assume r is a-compact and amenable. Let {C"} be any sequence of nested compact subsets of T such that the union of the interiors of Cn cover I\ By condition (FC), for each ne N + we may find a Borel set Vn of F with finite nonzero measure such that \yV" A Vn\ < l/n| Vn\ for all y e Kn. This clearly implies {Vn}eWr¿0.
1.4. Abelian groups. We first show that S°^0 for ^-compact locally compact Abelian groups, and in fact "construct" a rather special sequence {Vn} e S°. Proof. It suffices to construct the sequence {Vn} of the theorem. It is clear that any a-compact group T contains an ascending sequence {Kn} of compact neighborhoods of the identity such that the union of the interiors of the Kn is T. Consider any such {An} for the Abelian group we are considering, and let 77n be the subgroup of T generated by Kn. Then 77n is a compactly generated open subgroup of T, and by the structure theorem for compactly generated Abelian groups there is a topological isomorphism 77n = Za" x A»6» x Cn where an and bne N and Cn is compact. We identify elements of the two groups under this isomorphism. Since 77n is open in T we may take Haar measure on 77n to be the restriction of Haar measure on I\ For all f £ N +, we definê
Note that VI, partitions T since the subgroup Hi = {(2f + 1)Z}°" x {2tZ}»« x {0} £ 77n
has Vn as a set of coset representatives. Also for tx, t2e N + V*i + Vfr = V¡^% Now since An£77" is compact there exists r=r(n) £ A^+ such that Knç VTn. But by (1.11) there also exists an s0=s0in)e N+ such that for s^s0, \Vn+Vn\ <(l + l/n)|Ki|. We now construct Vn inductively; let Vx = Vx°a\ and assume Vk has been chosen inductively for k<n. We choose Vn= Vlln) where f(n) is subject to (1) tin)^s0in), (2)2Kn_1 = Fn_1+Fn_1£en>. (2) is true for all sufficiently large f since 2 Vn _ x £ 77n _ x ç 77B and 2 K" _ x has compact closure.
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We now verify that {Vn} satisfies the conditions of the theorem, (i) and (iii) are clear, and (ii) follows without difficulty from condition (2) Proof. Fix any yeY, let U be any compact neighborhood of y, and let H be the compactly generated open subgroup of Y generated by U. By the structure theorem there exist a,beN and a compact group C such that H^ZaxR"xC.
We identify corresponding elements of these two groups. Now fix any e > 0. II. Properties of Wr, W°, Sr, and S°. By Theorem 4 the theory is vacuous unless T is «r-compact and amenable. Hence unless otherwise stated we always assume T is a group of this category.
II. 1. Inclusions among the basic sets. We first prove a useful proposition: Proposition 1. If T is any locally compact group, (i) Sr=0 oS?=0, (ii) Wr=0 oW?=0.
Proof. The forward implications are trivial. Conversely, assume {Vn}eSr or {Vn} e Wr. Since Haar measure is regular ([1, Theorem B, p. 254] ), for each neN+ we may find a compact set F¿£ Vn such that | Vn~ V*\ < l/n| Vn\. It is now easily verified that {K¿} £ S? or {Vn} e W?, respectively.
In the following results we study the questions of relations among Wr, W°, Sr, and S?. To prove the converse, assume Y is unimodular and {Vn} e Sr~S$. For notational simplicity assume all Vn noncompact (if {Vn} e Sr, any subsequence {Vn) e Sr). Let C be any compact subset of r of positive measure. We shall show |CK"|=oo, contradicting {Vn}eSr. It suffices to construct a sequence {v,}^Vn such that (*) Cvt+Xn \J Cv(=0 for allí g/V + ; lgigt for this would imply |crn| *| U CvA= 2 lc"*l = 'icl since T is unimodular. Therefore |CFn| = +00 since |C| >0 and we may choose f arbitrarily large. We now inductively construct {vt}. Choose vx e Vn arbitrarily, and assume v¡ for 1 éiút have already been chosen. Let C( = UiSist CWj. Then C~1Ct is compact. Since F" is not compact Kn£ C~1Ct. Then (*) holds if v,+1 is chosen to be any point in Vn~C~1Ct^ 0, and the proof is completed.
The following lemma, which is of independent interest, is useful in the proof of the next theorem.
Lemma 3. Let T be a noncompact locally compact group with modular function A and let R be a relatively compact subset of T. Then there exists an infinite subset 2 = {y¡} in T such that the Ryx are pairwise disjoint and A(y¡) ~¿. 1 for all i.
Proof. Obviously we may assume that R is compact. Let T+ ={y e T | A(y) ^ 1} and let 2 be maximal in T + such that the sets Ry, ye Si, are pairwise disjoint. This implies Rp, r\ R3ii= 0 for every p. e V + . Hence r + <= R-XR2 and so 3i cannot be finite (or relatively compact) because T+ is not compact (observe T=r+ u T+1).
Remark. If {y,}cr is such that (A(y,)} is a discrete subset of the positive real numbers, in particular if lim A(y() = 00, then {yj is closed and discrete because A is continuous. If Ä in Lemma 3 is chosen with nonvoid interior, the set 2 necessarily is closed and discrete in Y +.
Theorem 9. Let rVr=£0. The following properties are equivalent:
(i) T is compact or discrete.
(ii) Wr=fV?.
(iii) Sr= Wr.
(iv) S?=WP.
Moreover, if F is neither compact nor discrete, there exists {Vn} e Wr such that I CVn I = + 00 for all ne N* and any Borel set C of positive measure.
Proof. If T is discrete Wr= Wr and Sr = Sr immediately from the definition. Also by Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 (ii) we conclude Sr= Wv. If V is compact, trivially 5r=5° and Wv= W°. To show that 5r= Wv we first assume Haar measure on T is normalized so that |T| = 1. Let {Vn} e Wr. We shall show that this implies Lim,,-.«, I Vn\ = 1, from which we clearly conclude {Vn} e Sr. For {Vn} e WT implies Lim'^n,F"i= Lim i^L=i n-»oo V « n-»co yF" A F"l = 1 for all y £ T.
Vn
Hence upon recalling the formula Jr \yA n B\ dy=\A\-\B~1\, by dominated convergence we obtain 1 = Lim f \rK"Vr\«r m LiJ-^p = Lim \vn n-»oo Jr j V"I n-»oo I Vn| n->» Conversely, if T is noncompact and nondiscrete let 7f be any compact neighborhood of the unit in T and let ^={yi, y2) ...}<= T+ be a sequence as guaranteed by Lemma 3. Let {Vn} e WT and define V¿= Vn u 2. (ii) If{Un} and{Vn} e Rr, then {Un U Vn} e Rr. Hence {Kn}£5r. By Theorem 10 (i) we see that any sequence {V"} e Rr can be arbitrarily translated on the right and the resulting sequence {Vnyn} remains in Ap. We now consider the more delicate problem of left translation, and prove the following theorem :
Theorem 11. {Vn}eWr implies {ynVn} e Wr for any sequence of elements {y"}sT if and only if every conjugacy class ar = {y~1ay : y £ T} in T has compact closure cl (ar).
Proof. Assume cl (ar) is compact, and let {y"}£ I\ Then Lim^^^i = LimKVnV^AKn| _ 0
by Corollary 2, since yñ1«yn=Yn e «r for all ne N + . Conversely, assume cl (ar) noncompact for some aeT and let {Vn} e W° (£ J^r)-Construct {yn} subject to the condition yn~1ayn$ Vn-Vñ1, which is feasible since we may assume all cl(K") compact, hence all cl (Fn-V'1) compact, and cl (ar) is noncompact. Then for this sequence {yn} we have «■YnVn A YnVn = YnÜYñ'ccYnWn A Vn) = aynVn U YnVn and hence |aynKn AynFn|/|Kn|=2 and {ynV"} $ Wr. We now prove a result of independent interest which will also be used in the proof of Theorem 13. If | U | = +00 we may find measurable subsets of U with arbitrarily large finite measure, and since (*) trivially is satisfied on any subset of U, we conclude Lim,,,.,,,, | F"1! = +00 by the estimate above.
Corollary
A. If Y is not compact, then (i) {Vn} e Wr implies Lim,,.,«, | V~x\ -+oo.
(ii) //'IKr^0,Limn^Oo \ Vn\=+00 for all {Vn}e WTifand only ifY is unimodular.
In fact, if Y is not unimodular and e>0 there exists a sequence {V£} e Wr such that 2n\Vn\<e.
Proof, (i) is immediate since {Vn} e Wr implies (*) is satisfied for U=Y and |T| = +00 since Y is assumed noncompact.
(ii) : If T is unimodular | V~x \ = | Vn | and therefore {Vn} e Wr implies Lim"_ " | Vn | = + oo by (i). On the other hand, if Y is not unimodular and {Vn} is any sequence in Wr then {Vnyn} e Wr for any sequence {y"}£T by Theorem 10 (i). Now since Y is not unimodular, for each n e N + we may choose y" g Y such that A(yn) < e/(2n| KB|).
Thus if we set Kjf-Vnyn, {K«} e Wr and 2 I v«\ = 2 I « = 2 I F-l A(yn) < 2 £/2n = * n n n as asserted. Ci{y"}) = {« £ T : cl ({yñ Vn}) is compact} has measure zero.
Proof. Since C(r)çC({yn}) it suffices to prove the latter statement. First note that Ci{yn}) is measurable: for if {K¡} is any nested sequence of compacta in F whose interiors cover F (such sequences clearly exist in arbitrary tr-compact Now the left hand side of this inequality is independent of our choice of {Vn}, and we may clearly assume A(y~ *) -> 0. Hence for an appropriate choice of {Vn} (e.g., "repeating" terms of any {Vn} with appropriate increasing "multiplicités") the right hand side is zero, and the proof is complete. Proof. Theorem 13 and Theorem 11.
II.3. The approximation theorem. In Theorem 9 we proved that if Wr^0 then W°^S° unless F is compact or discrete. In this section we show that nevertheless S° is in a sense dense in Wr, and apply this result to obtain a characterization of Wr. We first make a definition : Definition 3. Let F be any group and let Kçi F be any subset of F. For any subset Ts T we define C(AT, J") to be the maximum number of A>, t e T which intersect, possibly +oo. 7B(r, K), the right index of AT in F, is defined by 7B(r, a:) = inf |C(a:, T) : rs r, r -y am.. and assume more than nrs of the Co¡¡t, 1 ^ i£r,r e T, intersect. This implies more than ns different t must occur. Hence more than mí of the C't, t e T intersect, and consequently m > ns of the K't, t e F intersect, say P)is*Sm K'Ti ^ 0 • Let y0 be any element of this intersection, and for each i, i^i^m, let u = u(i) be some integer l¿u¿s for which y0 gßuKrt. Hence u(i) must take some value u0 more than n times, say u(ix) = u(i2) = ■ • ■ = u(inj = u0, where n' > n. But this implies (ii) Limsup^. \KVn\l\Vn\Sll(l-e).
Proof. |A"| >0 since K has nonvoid interior. Also K' = KKK~X is a set with compact closure. For any neN+ and 8>0 we define the Borel set En (8) We shall now prove that KB= Vn~En(8n) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Clearly (i) is true. As a first step in proving (ii) we shall first show Limn_0O8n=0. For assume Lim supn_oe S">0; then without loss of generality we may assume there exists an 17>0 and an n0 such that for n^n0 we have r¡<8n and therefore (2.1) |£n0?)| >e\Vn\.
This will result in a contradiction. For yeEnir¡), KY=Kyin) = K'~Vny~1çzK' clearly satisfies (2.2) \Ky\>v, KyYnVn=0.
Also, for each a e K', let Sa = Sa(n) = {ye EJh) : a e Ky}. We then have (ii) I Vn-VU S(l/3i)| K.I for all neN\ (iii) Limsupn_ \K,KM\FUS 1/(1-1/3/).
From (iii) we infer the existence of n0 = «0(/) such that for all «^«0 we have (iii)' |^K",(|/|K;t|< 1/(1 -1/2/).
Note also that all Kni have compact closure for sufficiently large « by virtue of (i), since {Kn} e W°. We now construct {V*}. Without loss of generality assume «<,(/) is chosen such that n0(i)<n0 (i+1) As an immediate corollary to The Approximation Theorem we have :
Corollary 6. Wr¿0 oS?¿0.
II.4. A necessary condition for {Vn} e Wr. In this section we apply The Approximation Theorem to obtain a necessary condition for {Vn} e Wr. It should be noted that the condition is also sufficient if F is Abelian by Theorem 6. It is reasonable to expect that the condition stated in Theorem 16 is in fact sufficient in general also, but the author has been unable to prove this. We proceed by induction, noting that Corollary 7 covers the case k = l. Assume the theorem true for j < k. Let A=ZkxS=ZxS* where S* = Zk~xxS. We shall find it convenient to consider A decomposed as a product in both these ways. Assume A0çA is such that |A0 n (e3 + A0)| ^(1 -e")|A0| for 1 èjûk, where P>4 is a parameter to be optimally chosen later. Then in particular considering obtain from Corollary 7 Ao = (\JAnxS*)vR, where \R\^6e"*\Ao\i\An\ = [e-0li], the An are pairwise disjoint, S*zS* and measurable. For 2¿j^k, |A0 n (e¡ + A0)| ^(1-e*)|A0|; let 7, index all n in the above representation for which \S* O (ey+S;f)| g(l-e)|SÍ| (2^7 S A), where we interpret e, + S* by projectinge¡ on its last (A: -1) factors and consider Sn*çZk~1xS in the natural way. We then have for 2£j£k e'|A0| ^ |A0 ~ {(<?,+A0) n A0}| ^ I |J 4,x{S* ~ (5* n (e,+S*))}| -6£<"4|A0|, We now wish to choose p0 = p0(k) so as to optimize the estimate of 8k inductively.
Assume 8k_x is of the form: 8k_1(c)=CÄ_1£A"-i. Then 8fc(e) = Cc_1eA*-i",+ Ike1'*-11" is admissible for any p>4. We choose p0 such that Ak_1/p0 = l/4-l/p0 and set Xk = Xk_x/p0. In this way, if we set pk=l/Xk we obtain the recursions: and therefore, since £ may be arbitrarily small, Lim,,.,,*, |yA" A An|/| A"| =0.
Theorem 19. Let Y=CxZk, \C\ < +oo, be a finitely generated discrete Abelian group, A = Y x S as in Definition 4, and {AB} a sequence of measurable subsets of A with finite nonzero measure. Then {A"} g Wv fA if and only if there exist two sequences W, {yn}, Limn^" ton= +00, Limn^" yn=0, such that An= (VCxA?x---xAZxSm)vRn where \Rn\ S 8B| AB|, each A? is a set of at least ton consecutive integers, the Afx ■ • ■ x Ak are pairwise disjoint and each Sm e S.
Proof. By Lemma 5 we need only verify the ratio property for a generating set for Y; we take G=C\J {ex,.. .,ek}. 
